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Abstract
We have many cloud based applications where it includes the 
calendars also. As we have lot of cloud based calendars one of 
the calendars is estudio calendars. We have many advantages 
with this cloud based calendar. In this paper we will study how 
to use the estudio calendar, advantages, disadvantages, and also 
the future scope of the estudio calendar.
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I. Introduction
A Calendar [1] may refer to many things but a calendar is a 
document, chart, etc., that shows the days, weeks, and months 
of a year. This is done by giving names to periods of time, 
typically days, weeks, months, and years. A date is the designation 
of a single, specific day within such a system. An online calendar 
[2] is a calendar which is very much useful because we can schedule 
our events from anywhere. It also provides the multiple user 
interfaces. According to NIST[4] definition Cloud computing is 
a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be 
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort 
or service provider interaction. EStudio[3] calendar is a cloud 
based calendar where we can schedule our events. This provides 
an option of live chat so that we can discuss with our contact 
members to prepare a perfect schedule. We also have a video 
calling facility such that we can conduct conferences. We have a 
lot of advantages as well as disadvantages with this cloud.

II. Estudio Calendar
EStudio calendar is used to schedule our events very perfectly. 
We have lot of options like video chatting which helps us to 
conduct video conference, live chat to discuss and prepare 
schedules properly. With this online calendar, all the employees 
will keep track of tasks, appointments, events, and meetings 
with ease and efficiency. Users will receive notifications and 
reminders via email. Managers can create supervisor reports to 
easily check staff availability.  We can get this online calendar 
by giving the URL www.same-page.com/calendar_software.html. 

Fig. 1: The Main Page to Login

When we give the given URL path in any search engine we can 
get the page like above where we can see lot of options like login, 
videos, free trial, etc... . If we are opening this calendar for the 
first time then we need to click on “Free 30 Day Trial” or else 
if we are already a member of this calendar then we can go to 
login directly. If we click on login it asks us to give User Id and 
Password. So by giving the required details we can login. If we 
choose the free 30 day trial option then we can get the page like 
following.
Here in this page we need to fill all the fields and then we need 
to click on “SETUP eSTUDIO”. When we click on that button 
we get the page with four options and we can any one of them. If 
we choose for mini the features are we can have 5 user accounts, 
50MB storage, 1 project, 2x50MB FTP Vaults. If we choose 
for seven then he features of seven are unlimited user accounts, 
500MB storage, 3 projects, 4x50MB FTP Vaults. If we choose for 
pro then the features of pro are unlimited user accounts, 1000MB 
storage, 10 projects, 10x50MB FTP Vaults. If we choose for plus 
then the features of plus are unlimited user accounts, 5000MB 
storage, 50 projects, 20x50MB FTP Vaults. We can choose any 
plan for free for 30 days. After choosing the plan of estudio we 
can enable or disable any tool from the given list and then after 
filling every field we need to click on “FINISH SETUP”. Then 
there comes a page with congratulations message and we can 
login on that page. 

Fig. 2: Login Page After Filling All the Details

When we login into the studio calendar then it asks us to fill two 
security questions for future requirement. The future requirement 
is like if we forget our password then it can open our account 
using security questions. The page with security questions look 
like following.
Then after giving the two security answers we can save changes 
so that we can access o our account. But one thing we should 
remember here is the security questions must be different. So when 
we save the changes then we can get the page like below.
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Fig. 3: Home Page Which Comes for First Time After Entering 
All the Details

This is the home page of estudio calendar where we can find all 
the new announcements made by us or by our contact members, 
etc... . In this estudio calendar we can have several tabs where 
each and every tab contains its own functionality. Under every 
tab we will have different fields of operations we can perform 
providing a multi user interface.
We will discuss about each tab’s functionality in this section.

A. Reception
We have three fields under the reception. They are Add 
Announcement, Send Email, Customize reception.
1. Add Announcement is used to post the new announcement to 
our contact members so that everybody can get the schedules when 
they open their estudio calendar, and announcement will be posted 
on the estudio   calendar as well as be mailed to the participants 
who are included to receive the announcements.
2. Send Email is used to send the message to the contact members 
email so that the members can get the notification whenever they 
open their account and also we can restrict our message from whom 
we don’t want to share our events or any conferences.
3. Customize reception is used for customizing  our web view 
providing three different layouts for which user can choose for 
his comfort point of view. Through  this  customization option we 
can choose what we can view on our panel what  can be denied 
such as workspaces, vault, contacts and many more so that our 
work and options that we need can be on our finger tips giving 
the user comfort of working as high priority providing through 
customize reception.

Fig. 4: Customizes Reception as Required to Admin

B. Calendar
Calendar is used to prepare schedule to conduct conference or to 
add any events. Through this we can add number of events every 
day ,The functionality of month, week, day, add event are same. All 
these are used to add an event. These are having same functionality 
but differ when we want to view an event. Let us assume that we 
have added an event for the next year, we may not remember that 
event, at that time month will be very much helpful to us because 
we can’t search an event day by day without knowing at what day 
the event exactly happens. So at that time we can go to month 
because for a year we will have only 12 months. If we know exact 
date of the event then we can search day by day. 
1. Month is used to add an event for month wise in a year.

Fig. 5: Adds Event in a Month

We can add an event in a month page by clicking on the “Plus” 
symbol which will be displayed on every day in a month. When 
we click on the plus symbol we can get a new window which 
contains the details like the name of the event, date, time, duration 
of an event.
2. Week helps us to add an event or to view an event week by 
week in a month or in a year. We can add any event by clicking 
on new event which will be shown on every day of a week. Here 
we can add an event like how we add in a month and event will 
be displayed as how it will be displayed in a month.
3. Day can be used to add or to display an event for a particular 
time in a day. We can add an event by clicking on the time that 
will be displayed for a particular day. We can add an event at what 
time we want to conduct or at what time an event occurs.
4. Add Event is used to add an event without using the month or 
week field. When we click on add event we get a new window 
which contains event attendees etc... Here using this we can 
send remainders to us as well as to our contact members or team 
members. We can send the remainder from 30 minutes to 48 hrs 
in advance. Here we can also send the list of attendees along with 
the remainder message.

Fig. 6: Page to Notify the Remainders to Members
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The notifications which will be sent to our Email will be sent 
accordingly, We can also take the printout of the event so that we 
can maintain reports and also can refer to the notifications when 
ever needed without using power.
When we click on guests we can add guests to attend to the event 
and the notification will be sent to the selected guests and also 
the list of guests will be sent to all the team members if we are 
desired to send the list to the team members. 

Fig. 7: To Add Guests to Invite for an Event

5. Go to Today helps us to know whether there are any events 
occurring today or not. If there is any event then it displays at 
what time an event is occurring, All the events can be shown on 
the home page by applying the filters like if we are interested to 
know about busy time events then it will be displayed when we 
click on the busy filter.

C. Workspace
We can add important folders that we want to share with our team 
members or can store the important folders that are related to 
the events. EStudio’s WorkSpace online document management 
software means better organization, improved work flow control 
and security of your data. The intuitive tree directory interface 
allows you to restrict folders and files so that only specified users 
have access. Exclusive new feature: Sequential Review allows 
you to manage the work flow of a file, routing approval requests 
from user to user in a specific order.We have two fields under this. 
They are  a)Add folder b)Upload new folder and we can store up 
to 5000MB using the estudio calendar.
1. Add folder is used to add any folder that we want to store in 
estudio calendar. Here in order to add a folder in estudio calendar 
we need to fill all the details given in the page.
2. Upload new folder is used to upload a new folder into currently 
existing folder. Here to upload a folder into currently existing 
folder we need to click on the folder and then we need to click 
“GO”.

D. Contacts
Through this we can add people who are known to us and also 
who will be helpful for us to schedule the events. When we add 
people to our contacts list then we can send all the notifications of 
events to them. EStudio Contact Management software works as 
an online address book for your business contacts. Keeping your 
contact management information easily accessible is a crucial 
part of today’s business workflow process. EStudio’s contact 
management software includes: import, export, custom fields, 
customer notes, sort and search functionality and restrict access 

to shared contact folders. It is the perfect contact management 
software for sales teams, project groups, small businesses and any 
organization with real-time contact management requirements.

E. Vault
It provides an alternative to the http uploads and in estudio calendar 
we can send files fastly and securely than http and also can send 
with low cost. The advantages of FTP vaults are free FTP file 
sharing software available for OS platform. We an also upload 
large files.

F. Collabtools
Collabtools can also be known as groupware becuase it is used to 
integrate various works on a single project by multiple users from 
seperated workstations and various time intervals. We have three 
options under this, they are:Quick notes,Web links,Live chat

G. RSS Reader
Under this RSS Reader we can manage present subscritions or 
can add new feeds.

H. Conference
estudio calendar provides te facility of conducting conference 
which reduces the cost and time. It uses flash based interface to 
allow windows and mac to share the screens, web conferences etc.. 
. eStudio’s online meeting software make meetings more effective 
and facilitates collaboration during key business processes such 
as corporate and marketing communications, distance learning, 
product development, customer relationship management, and 
supply chain management. Online Meetings can be added to your 
eStudio for the additional fee of $100 per month.

I. Projects
estudio calendar’s project management software helps small 
and mediu sized businesses smart features such as an interactive 
Gantt chart, project cloning, issue management, calendar overlays, 
email-SMS alerts and project reports are designed to minimize 
problems and makes collaborative project management easy for 
everybody involved.  

J. Finances
It is used to estimate the budget for the occurring event and also 
can view the budget of occurred event.

K. Discussions
Discussion board software helps us to establish a permanent history 
of conversations among all registered users in our communities. 
Our software allows administration control over every aspect of 
user participation. 

L. Presentations
We can add presentations in the presentation field.

M. Forms
We can create and deploy custom online forms in the forms option. 
We can replace any paper form that we currently use with an 
estudio form. We can create templates for order forms, Agendas, 
Visitor Passes, HR Profiles, Compliance Affidavits etc.. .

N. Admin
Under this admin page we can have the users information, billing 
details etc..,  we can also customize the studio setup. Here we 
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can change all the details and also can have the messaging 
options which includes the format of sending message, and the 
address to which we should send the notification etc can be seen 
under the admin page. It can be viewed or followed only by the 
administrators.
When all the processes are completed then we can logout from the 
studio calendar. To logout from this we need to click on the door 
symbol which will be shown at the top of the right corner,then 
we get the window which contains close and logout options to 
logout we need to click on logout option.

Fig. 8: Logout Page

Or else we can click on cancel option so that it will again go to 
the account.

A. Advantages 
It is a secured cloud base calendar because if we want we 1. 
can restrict the events etc... from others.
It is a very low price online calendar.2. 
We can conduct conferences also.3. 
We can store our files up to 5000MB.4. 
It is not only used for just scheduling purpose but also have 5. 
lot of tabs which are having their own and advantageous 
functionalities.
We can upload large files also using FTP Vaults and can share, 6. 
upload very faster when compared to http.

B. Disadvantages 
With trial version which is free for 30 days we can’t upload 1. 
or can’t setup vault at least for 1MB.
We cannot send multimedia message to the members.2. 

III. Conclusion
In estudio calendar we have lot many facilities when compared to 
others, they are, it is not only used to schedule event but also used 
to conduct conferences. We can take print out all the notifications. 
All the notifications will be sent to all the members via email. It 
is a all in one cloud software. It gets everybody together with low 
expense and it is also easy to manage. We have many advantages 
among them the only disadvantage is it sends notifications to only 
email but don’t to mobiles.
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